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Abstract:

The services of the writers of Pakistan Army regarding

Punjabi language translations are highly commendable.

There had been a lot translations of Punjabi language, in

which majority were of Holy Quran, hadees and sayings

of sages. In this connection the writers of Pakistan Army

are in the forefront. The writers of Pakistan Army have

written consolidated translations of the Holy Quran and

Surrah, and also apart from prose translations they have

translated Qaseda Burda Sharif and poetry of Allama

Iqbal. Some army personnel have translated Punjabi

poetry of Sofi poets in English and Urdu, so that other

language speakers can get knowledge of spiritual

thoughts.
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Reconstruction of Religious  
 Thoughts in Islam





























 









 













 






























 















 




 














Sufi Poetry of Pakistan 
 


"Sufi Poetry 

 /  of Pakistan"












"Dr Safdar has done a wonderful job by translating poetry

of Pakistan's Sufi saints into English. It will help to

preserve not only the original text of their poetry, but also

pass the assence of their message to the future generations

that are getting detached from our regional languages and

dialects, and are losing touch with the roots of our  culture

and faith."(17)






 


Send  show ers  of  mercy O Lord;

make my parched garden green and fresh

An d b less  th e  p lan t  o f  my hope

and aspiration with mellow fruitfulness

 






Fill the pail of water O Lass, as the sunlight still trails

You'll be afraid of going home when darkness prevails




Don't rejoice on death of an enemy, the friends will also die

The day is dying O Muhammad, the sun will leave the sky18
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17. Safdar Ali Sha, Dr., Sofi Poetry Of Pakistan, Islamabad, Dost Publications, 2017, P:8

18. Ibid, P:113






